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Abstract
The P/E ratio effect is the tendency for low P/E portfolios to outperform high P/E portfolios.
Historically this has been true by a significant margin regardless of utilizing a market average or
an industry average to define what is considered low or high. However, between 1999-2019 this
outperformance greatly declined. In the period of 2000-2009 low P/E portfolios on average
outperformed their high ratio counterparts by .8% to 2.2% on a monthly basis. By 2019, this
outperformance declined to near zero. When applying the four factor Carhart model to the
portfolios, the decline in the P/E effect can largely be explained by the decline in the significance
of the HML factor and a stronger association between low P/E portfolios and large cap portfolios
represented by the SML factor. This may be an indication of markets becoming more efficient,
assuming P/E ratios are a weak proxy for risks.
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Part I: Introduction
In the book Security Analysis first published in 1934, renowned value investors Benjamin
Graham and David Dodd became some of the first to popularize the notion of using price to
earnings (P/E) ratios in order to gauge how under or overvalued a security was. Securities with
relatively low P/E ratios were considered undervalued and would lead to higher returns than
those with high P/E ratios. This became known as the P/E effect. In large part due to the ratio
being simple and straightforward, it has become the most widely known metric for security
valuation among both professional and amateur investors.
There could be several reasons why a securities’ P/E ratio may be low. If the firm is expected to
have poor earnings performance in the future, a low P/E ratio is seen as justified. But if its
earnings are to maintain moderate growth, its low P/E ratio may be the markets overlooking it
and undervaluing the security. Likewise, a security with a high P/E ratio may be justified if the
firm’s future earnings are growing at a relatively high rate.
Since the 1960s, there has been a substantial amount of academic literature written on the
relationship between P/E ratios to future returns and the existence of a P/E effect. Nicholson
(1960) had shown that low P/E stocks consistently outperformed between 1937-1954. Breen
(1967) showed portfolios constructed with low P/E ratios relative to the market average or
industry average both outperformed randomly constructed portfolios.
These finding contradict assertions made by other papers at the time which found strong
evidence an efficient market. The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) developed by William
Sharpe (1964) and then further elaborated by Lintner (1965) showed the relationship between a
5
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security’s relative market risk or market beta and its expected return. Research by Fama (1970)
asserted capital markets are efficient and security prices fully reflect all available current
information. This directly implies consistently abnormal risk adjusted returns should not exist.
However, using 1957-1971 data Basu (1977) found when comparing low and high P/E
portfolios, low P/E portfolios outperformed even after adjusting for risk. Peavy and Goodman
went further and when controlling for non-P/E related factors like firm size, industry effects, and
infrequent trading found low P/E stocks provided “clearly superior risk-adjusted returns” (Peavy
& Goodman, 1983, p.43). Market anomalies like this and the existence of money managers such
as Warren Buffet who have consistently been able to achieve higher than expected risk adjusted
returns suggest there are other factors than market beta that help explain the variance of returns
among different portfolios.
Fama and French (1993) built upon the single factor CAPM model by adding High Minus Low
(HML) and Small Minus Big (SMB) factors. The Fama-French 3-factor model explained more
than 90% of return variation for portfolios. The extra two factors accounted for the historical
tendency of smaller firms to outperform larger ones and for firms with a high book to market
ratio to outperform firms with a low book to market ratio. Whether or not these tendencies
represent market anomalies remains up for debate. If markets are efficient, higher returns should
be associated with higher risk. HML and SMB could be representing default and liquidity risk,
respectively.
Other subsequent papers have sought to add factors to the Fama-French model resulting in 4, 5,
or even 7 factors. The Carhart model (Carhart 1997) added a fourth factor momentum to capture
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the tendency of security to continue to rise if it is increasing and its tendency to fall if it is
decreasing.
However, none of these factor models directly considered the historical tendency for low P/E
ratio securities to outperform their high P/E ratio counterparts. One potential explanation could
be low P/E portfolios are susceptible to more risks. If the low P/E portfolios are not associated
with higher risks of any kind compared to their high P/E counterparts this would suggest
financial markets are not as efficient as some propose. The following paper seeks to determine
whether portfolios based on low P/E ratio securities have outperformed portfolios with higher
P/E securities between 1999-2019, and determine if the difference in portfolio returns can be
explained by risk factors like variability of returns or factors that make up the Carhart model.

7
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Part II: Methodology
Measuring The P/E Effect
Defined below are the two most used P/E ratios: 12 months trailing, and 12 months forward. For
simplicity, this paper will now refer to P/E 12 month trailing as PE, P/E 12 month forward as
FPE, and P/E when referring to both measures.
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑃𝐸 = 12 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝐹𝑃𝐸 = 12 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒

(1)

(2)

While both ratios typically lead to similar relative valuations when implemented, they can differ
substantially when applied to firms with relatively high earnings growth. Firm A may have a
higher PE than firm B, but a lower FPE due to it having a higher growth rate. In practice, FPE is
purely based on forward looking earnings estimates while PE is based on largely known reported
earnings. Ideally a rolling 12-month forward earnings estimate for each security would have been
used to calculate FPE. However, the data on historical earnings estimates is very limited. Instead
this paper uses actual reported earnings, with the assumption that they reflect expected 12-month
forward and 12-month trailing earnings for the times.
In a similar fashion to Breen 1967, when evaluating whether a security’s PE or FPE ratio is
relatively high or low, this paper uses both market comparison and industry classification
comparison.
8
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Each security has been categorized on four levels based on sub-industry, industry, industry
group, and sector. The characterization of these securities is defined by the Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS). Developed by MSCI/Barra and Standard & Poor’s in 1999, the
GICS has become the most widely used hierarchical industry taxonomy. A key aspect of the
GICS is its evolving structure over time. As business environments develop, past
characterization may no longer become relevant. The need for new industry or even sector
classification may become necessary. The GICS structure has been changed several times since
its inception. In its most recent format developed in 2018, there were 11 sectors, 24 industry
groups, 69 industries, and 158 subindustries. This is in contrast with its original structure that
consisted of 10 sectors, 23 industry groups, 59 industries, and 123 sub industries. Due to
classifications being discontinued or reclassified the total number of classifications differs from
the latest structural update as seen below in Table 1.

1

Table 1 includes all GICS classifications that existed between 1999-2019 and is not limited to those that have been
discontinued.
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Figure 1: 2018 GICS Structure

To compare the performance of high and low PE/FPE securities, 20 portfolios were created
based on relative PE or FPE ratio compared to the median of their respective classifications and
the market. For example, if stock A has a PE ratio greater than the market median but lower than
its subindustry median then it would be added to the PEHighM and the PELowSI portfolios. The
median statistic was used over mean, due to its robust nature and occurrence of companies to
have abnormally high P/E ratios when they report abnormally low earnings.

2

Figure 1 shows the most recent GICS structure and is directly sourced from https://www.msci.com/gics.
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These portfolios were constructed through an equally weighted method with monthly
rebalancing to capture the average effect P/E ratios may have on performance. Certain securities
often switched between high and low ratio portfolios as they have short periods of high returns.
A key aspect of this paper is to examine the difference between the low/high portfolios for each
ratio and classification between 1999 and 2019 (Table 3).

If the mean difference of the low/high portfolios is significantly higher than 0, then the paper
would conclude that on average the PE/FPE ratio has influenced future performance of securities
between 1999-2019.
3

Table 2 shows the names of the portfolios created. These were used as a basis for comparison. Table 3 shows the
variables created to measure the P/E effect by ratio and classification type.
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In addition to testing the average difference throughout the entire period, this paper also
investigated potential changes in the relationship over time. Baek and Lee 2018 provided
evidence of structural breakpoints when comparing long-term market returns to the aggregate
market PE ratio. To consider potential structural breaks in the relationships between high and
low ratio portfolios, this paper graphically observed the difference in portfolio returns and
calculated the mean difference of the structurally different time periods.

Explanations for the P/E Effect
To determine whether the difference in returns can be explained by variability of returns, the
historical Sharpe ratio of each low P/E portfolio for each relevant time-period was calculated and
compared with its respective high P/E portfolio. The historic Sharpe ratio measures a portfolio’s
reward-to-variability by comparing its arithmetic mean excess risk return for a period to its
standard deviation. (Sharpe 1975).

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒 =

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(1𝑚𝑟−𝑟𝑓)
𝑆𝐷(1𝑚𝑟)

(3)

If the P/E effect existed after adjusting for risk, then the low P/E portfolios should have a
significantly larger Sharpe ratio than their high P/E portfolio counterpart. Likewise, if risk is the
primary reason behind the P/E effect, the Sharpe ratios for low and high portfolios should be
near the same.
12
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The Carhart model was also applied to the portfolios to explain the difference in returns. The
Carhart model is comprised of four factors: excess risk market return (MKTRF), small
capitalization security returns minus big capitalization returns (SMB), high book to market ratio
(B/M) security returns minus low B/M security returns (HML), and a momentum factor (MOM)
which is the difference in returns between securities with high past returns and securities with
low past returns.
Using the model below, a linear regression was conducted on the four factors for each of the
portfolio’s excess risk-free returns. The regressions were conducted for each necessary time
period that showed signs of a structural shift.

PortExR = β1 ∗ MKTRF + β2 ∗ SMB + β3 ∗ HML + β4 ∗ MOM + α + ϵ
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐸𝑥𝑅 = 𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 – 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

(4)
(5)

The resulting p-values and adjusted r-squares were then examined and compared between
portfolios and time periods. The coefficients with p-values less than .05 were then used explain
the P/E effect.

4

Equation 4 details the regression used upon the data. 𝛼 represents the intercept.
𝜖 represents error or residual. Risk free rate is defined as the rate on the 1-month US treasury bill.
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Part III: Data
Securities Data
All available U.S securities that existed within the period of “1999-07-31” to “2019-07-31” were
collected from an integrated Compustat-Capital IQ data base accessed from Wharton Data
Business Services (WRDS). To be used in this paper five criteria must be met for each security.
First, the security must be the primary class of shares for a firm. Second, the security’s
fundamental financial reports must be available with no breaks in between while it is publicly
trading. Third, the firm of the security must be legally registered in the United States of America.
Fourth, the security must have a market capitalization of at least $50 million. Lastly, the security
must not have a negative PE or FPE ratio.
The security’s fundamental financial reports requirement refers to having constant quarterly
reports on a security’s financials while it is a public trading company. However, this requirement
does not limit securities with a consistent partial record. If, for example, a security has consistent
reports for 2005 onward but none for quarters prior to 2005, the observations for 2005 onward
have been be included. Additionally, this requirement does not extend to securities that have
gaps in their reports due to periods of bankruptcy or privatization.
This paper defines market capitalization as the product of common shares outstanding issued
monthly and the end of the month price.

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 ∗ 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑂𝑓𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

(5)
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The market capitalization requirement for this paper does not need to be consistent over time. If,
for example, a security has a market capitalization of $60 million for the month of January but
$49 million for the month of February, the January data point will be included while the
February data point excluded.
Like the market capitalization requirement, the non-negative P/E ratio requirement does not need
to be consistent over time. If a security has negative PE and FPE ratios for one year and positive
ratios two years later, the security will be included in the later dates.
Figures 2 and 3 show the number of securities that meet all requirements compared to the total
number of US securities trading. Of the 14,538 securities in the Compustat-Capital IQ database
that existed during the selected time period within the US, 4,429 met the requirements. Figures 4
and 5 show the market capitalization of these securities compared to the total US market
capitalization. Among the securities that meet the requirements, the data set has a total market
capitalization of $27.95 trillion and $9.07 trillion for the latest and earliest date, respectively.

5

All data was downloaded as a csv file from the WRDS website and edited using R studio.
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Figure 2: Number of Securities Used vs Total US Securities Trading 1999-2019

Figure 3: Percentage of Securities Used vs Total US Securities Trading 1999-2019

6

The large difference in securities shown in Figure 2 is primarily due to very low market cap firms that did not meet
the set requirements.
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Figure 4: Market Capitalization of Data vs Total US Market Capitalization

Figure 5: Market Capitalization Data as a Percentage of Total US Market Capitalization

7

The total market capitalization uses all secruities from the US Computstat-IQ database inlcuding those that do not
meet the requirements.
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Raw end of the month prices were obtained and properly adjusted for stock splits over time.
Monthly price returns (MPR) were then created by calculating the percent increase or decrease of
the adjusted security prices from their previous month. Annual dividend yields (DY) were also
obtained for their corresponding monthly prices. These yields were adjusted for a monthly basis
and then combined with the price returns to form the total monthly returns (TMR).
1

𝑇𝑀𝑅 = (𝑀𝑃𝑅 + 1) ∗ (𝐷𝑌 + 1)12 − 1

(6)

In addition to monthly returns, 1-month future price returns (FMPR) were also created by
calculating the percent increase security prices from their next month. In a similar fashion to
TMR, these returns were also adjusted to include uniform distribution of dividends across
months to calculate total future monthly returns (FTMR). These returns were then used as a basis
in measuring performance.
1

𝐹𝑇𝑀𝑅 = (𝐹𝑀𝑃𝑅 + 1) ∗ (𝐷𝑌 + 1)12 − 1

(7)

Of the securities that met the first three requirements, their quarterly diluted earnings per share
(EPS) excluding extraordinary items were obtained through the Compustat-Capital IQ database.
Diluted EPS is used over basic EPS to reflect the value earned per common share once all
convertible securities are considered. Extraordinary items were not included due to their
prevalence to distort relative valuation measures like P/E ratios. As with raw prices, EPS data
was also adjusted for stock splits over time.
A 12-month trailing, and forward EPS was calculated using a timeframe based proportional
linear model for observations that did not correspond to the end of a quarter. If an observation
18
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was halfway into Q4, to calculate trailing 12-month EPS, the model took the sum of Q1-Q3, 50%
of Q4 from that fiscal year, and 50% from Q4 of the prior fiscal year. These trailing and forward
EPS figures were then used in conjunction with adjusted monthly prices to calculate PE and FPE
for each month of each security.
For each unique date within the dataset, the median PE and FPE of the market and each value
within the 4 classifications was calculated. Afterwards 10 binary variables were created to
classify an observation’s valuation ratio relationship to that of the median classification ratio. If
an observation’s ratio was less than the classification’s median ratio, the binary variable was
assigned a 0, and assigned a 1 if greater than. These binary variables were used to assign which
observations went to high or low portfolio of their respective ratio and classification.

For each date, the mean FTMR was calculated using all of the securities within each portfolio to
create the equally weighted portfolio 1-month future return. This was then used as the basis for
comparing high and low ratio portfolios returns.
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Carhart Model Data
Data for the factors that make up the Carhart model were obtained through WRDS from their
Fama-French & Liquidity Factors database sourced from Dr. French’s Dartmouth website.
MKTRF is the return of a value weighted index of all US stocks including dividends and capital
gains minus the US one-month T-bill rate. This includes all securities from figure 2 and figure 3.

𝑀𝐾𝑇𝑅𝐹 = 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 – 𝑈𝑆 1 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑇𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

(8)

To construct the SMB and HML factors, French sorted the securities into two market cap and
three B/M groups. Large cap securities are those in the top 90%, and small cap securities are
those in the bottom 10%. High B/M securities were defined as those being within the top 30%
and low B/M securities were defined as those being within the bottom 30%. The independent
2x3 sorts on size and B/M produce six value-weight portfolios, SG, SN, SV, BG, BN, and BV,
where S and B indicate small or big and G, N, and V indicate growth (low B/M), neutral, and
value (high B/M). French then calculated the SMB and HML factors on a monthly basis using
the following definitions.
SMB is the equal-weight average of the returns on the three small stock portfolios for the US
minus the average of the returns on the three big stock portfolios.
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1

1

𝑆𝑀𝐵 = 3 ∗ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ) − 3 ∗ (𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +
𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ)

(9)

HML is the equal-weight average of the returns for the two-high book to market (B/M) portfolios
for a region minus the average of the returns for the two low B/M portfolios.
1

1

𝐻𝑀𝐿 = 2 ∗ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) − 2 ∗ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ)

(10)

In a similar fashion to constructing the SMB and HML factors, French used six value-weighted
portfolios formed on size and prior (2-12) returns to construct MOM. The portfolios, which were
formed monthly, are the intersections of 2 portfolios formed on size (market equity, ME) and 3
portfolios formed on prior (2-12) return. The monthly size breakpoint is the median NYSE
market equity. The monthly prior (2-12) return breakpoints are the top 30% and bottom 30%.
MOM is the average return on the two high prior return portfolios minus the average return on
the two low prior return portfolios.
1

1

𝑀𝑂𝑀 = 2 ∗ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙High + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ) − 2 ∗ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑤 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑤)

8

(11)

Equation 8-11 and factor descriptions are directly sourced from Dr. French’s website listed in the bibliography.
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Part IV: Results
Measuring the P/E Effect
Tables 5 and 6 below shows the mean 1-month future returns of each portfolio, its standard
deviation, and its historic Sharpe ratio for the 1999-2019 time period. For both PE and FPE
based portfolios the low ratio portfolios have on average outperformed their high ratio
counterpart regardless of classification used. The low PE portfolios monthly returns
outperformed by .8%-1%, and low FPE portfolios outperformed by 2%-2.2%. There is only a
slight difference between classification used to define high or low ratio securities. Low ratio
portfolios based on the market median, outperformed their high ratio equivalents only slightly
less then portfolios based sub-industry classifications. The greater performance of low FPE ratios
compared to low PE ratios was expected. As mentioned in the methodology section, this paper
uses actual information rather than past expected information. Since 12-month forward earnings
estimates are much less accurate than 12-month trailing earnings estimates, the higher returns for
low FPE portfolios are likely the result of markets adjusting to new information.
Financial literature would suggest higher returns would require higher risk. This is not the case
here. The standard deviation of the low ratio portfolios is only slightly greater than if not equal to
their high ratio counterparts. What is more, the historic Sharpe ratio is significantly greater for
the low ratio portfolios compared to their high counterparts, indicating that even after adjusting
for risk low P/E portfolios outperformed high P/E portfolios between 1999 and 2019.

22
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9

The mean column in Tables 5 and 6 represents the arithmetic mean of 1-month future returns of the portfolios

between 1999-7-31 and 2019-7-31.
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However, the outperformance of low P/E portfolios is not consistent over time. Figures 6 and 7
show the 12-month moving average of low/high difference of portfolio returns. All portfolio
differences show a similar pattern. Low P/E portfolios outperformed their high counterparts by a
significant margin during the 1999-2009 period, then the difference declined to the point where it
is near or below 0 by 2018. Highlighted in red are dates when the US was in a recession. Within
these dates are local maximums for the difference in returns, which temporarily buck the overall
downward trend before reverting to it.
Figure 6: 12 Month Moving Average Difference of Low/High PE Portfolio Returns Grouped by Portfolio
Classification

10

Recession periods are defined by the national bureau of economic research.
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Figure 7: 12 Month Moving Average Difference of Low/High FPE Portfolio Returns Grouped by Portfolio
Classification with Recession Periods Highlighted in Red.

Breaking the data down into two periods, before and after 2010, the difference in returns
becomes apparent. Tables 7 and 8 show the arithmetic mean returns, standard deviations and
Sharpe ratios for the two periods. If the low PE effect was consistent after adjusting for risk, then
the difference in Sharpe should remain consistent, but the difference in Sharpe ratios for the later
period is also significantly lower than the Sharpe ratio difference for the former. This suggest
that the decline in outperformance cannot be strictly explained by return variability.
11

In Figures 6 and 7, the black trendline is the result of exponentially smoothing all returns.
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Carhart Model
Tables 9 and 10 show the coefficient p-values and adjusted r-squares from running linear
regressions for the portfolio returns on the four factors that make up the Carhart model. For the
time period 1999-2009, the Carhart models have adjusted r-squares of 84%-93% and p-values of
near zero for all the MKTRF, SMB, and HML coefficients. While the MOM coefficients also
have p-values close to zero for low ratio portfolios, the p-values for the high ratio portfolios are
not low enough to allow MOM to give any explanatory insight as to why low P/E ratio portfolios
outperformed in this period.
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Like for the first time period, applying the Carhart model to the 2010-2019 data also results in
high adjusted r-squares and very low p-values for MKTRF and SMB. Unlike the first period, the
p-values of HML become less reliable as the classification becomes broader. The portfolio
PEHighSI, which uses sub-industry median PE to define low/high, has a p-value of .009. While
the portfolio PEHighM, which uses the market median PE, has a p-value of .51. Additionally, pvalues for MOM in the PE models are also significantly different compared to the prior period.
The p-values for these range from .005 to .071 and reach their lowest values as the classification
becomes broader.
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Tables 11 shows the coefficient values from applying the Carhart model on the 1999-2009 time
period. For this period, the MKTRF coefficients for all low P/E portfolios are lower than their
high P/E portfolio counterparts. This indicates that during this time period, low P/E portfolios
faced less systemic risk. The SMB coefficients significance in explaining the difference in
portfolio returns is less clear. Among the low P/E portfolios, the SMB coefficients are slightly
lower than their high PE portfolio counterparts except for the market portfolios.
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The HML coefficients for the low P/E portfolios are significantly larger than their high P/E
portfolio counterparts. The difference between low/high HML coefficients becomes larger as the
classification becomes broader. Given the tendency of high book value securities to outperform
low book value securities, the higher HML coefficients for low P/E ratio portfolios can explain
large portion of why low P/E ratios portfolios outperformed during this time period.
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Table 12 shows the coefficient values from applying the Carhart model on the 2010-2019 time
period. Unlike the earlier period, the MKTRF coefficients for the low P/E portfolios are nearly
the same or higher than their high P/E portfolio counterparts. This implies low P/E ratio
securities faced more systemic risk than their high ratio counterparts. The relationship between
low and high P/E portfolio SMB coefficients also switched direction during this period. The
SMB coefficients of the low P/E portfolios are slightly less than their counterparts except for
those based on market classification.
Among the PE portfolio models with p-values less than .05, the low MOM beta coefficients of
the low ratio portfolios are less than their counterparts. But given the low coefficient values and
the more questionable p-values when compared to SMB or MKTRF coefficients, the momentum
factor explains just a small proportion of difference in low/high PE portfolio returns.
The HML coefficients showed the most drastic changes. While the relationship between low and
high portfolio HML coefficients did not change direction, all coefficient values decreased
greatly. The HML coefficient for the portfolio PEHighM, for example, decreased from .36 to less
than -.02. This decease corresponds with the increase in p-values for the coefficient seen in
tables 9 and 10.
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In comparing the results from the two periods, there is much evidence to suggest the P/E effect
has decreased in the past twenty years largely due to the HML factor becoming less significant,
and to a smaller degree the SMB effect becoming stronger with high P/E portfolios than with low
P/E portfolios.
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Part V: Conclusion
Investing in low PE or FPE securities has long been a held up as a strategy to outperform the
market. Historically there is much evidence of portfolios consisting of low P/E securities
outperforming high P/E portfolios, even after adjusting for risk. This effect has often been
described as a market anomaly, for it should not exist if markets are efficient.
However this tendency of low P/E ratio portfolios to outperform has decreased in the past 20
years to the point where low P/E portfolios on average have the same or lower returns than high
P/E portfolios, regardless of classification, or use of trailing or forward earnings.
During the 1999-2009 period, the P/E effect was decreasing, but still significant. Its existence
can largely be explained by low P/E portfolios having a stronger relationship to high book value
portfolios when compared to high P/E portfolios. To a lesser degree it can also be explained by
low P/E portfolios having a stronger relationship to small cap portfolios.
The P/E effect largely broke down during the 2010-2019 period as low P/E portfolios no longer
significantly outperformed. To a smaller degree this can be explained low P/E portfolios
becoming more associated with large cap portfolios which historically underperform. But the
deterioration can mainly be explained by its weaker relationship to portfolios based on high book
values as represented by the HML factor in the Carhart model. The HML factor itself, became
less relevant during this period. This questions the original notion that high book value securities
outperform low book value securities and whether or not HML is a good proxy for risks not
covered by the MKTRF coefficient such as default or liquidity risk.
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The breakdown of the P/E effect and less relevance of the HML factor, could be the result of
markets simply becoming more efficient. In an efficient market higher returns are associated
with higher risks. The three most significant of these risks being market, liquidity, and default.
While HML has been thought of as a proxy for default risk, more recent papers in the matter
have concluded it may not be (Gharghori-Chan 2007). MRKTF and SMB are seen as much
stronger proxies for market risk and liquidity risk respectively than the HML factor. If so, then
the decreasing HML and P/E effects may be the result of markets becoming more efficient.
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